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sawari build guide - bom
Thank you for purchasing a sawari kit! The build is pretty easy, follow along the build steps and 
you’ll get yours built in 30 minutes or less.
Before starting, make sure every needed part is present.
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Item     Qty

27mm Piezo    1
10K multiturn trimmer (103)  2
100K multiturn trimmer (104)  1
50K log potentiometer (A50K)  2
25K lin potentiometer (B25K)  1
50K/100K lin potentiometer (B50K) 1
10K slide potentiometer   3
10 pin shrouded socket   1
Davies 1900h knob   1
Thonkiconn jack connector  7
washers and nuts   7
dpdt latching switch + cap  1
3mm led - red    1
3mm led - yellow    1



sawari build guide - piezo assembly
The first step to build your sawari is sticking the piezo microphone under the panel.
Remove the backing paper from the piezo and, with the help of a potentiometer, align it with 
the outline on the panel backside. Firmly press to make sure it won’t come off! 
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sawari build guide - back assembly
It’s time to start soldering! the back has only four parts missing, and the only thing you should 
really pay attention to is the power connector: remember to place it with the notch facing down. 
Place one part at a time and solder it on the other side. 
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sawari build guide - front assembly
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solder the piezo first!
red left, black right (gnd)

two stripes 
facing top

Time to place all the components on the front side! Pretty straightforward, potentiometers and 
trimmers values are printed onto their cases, the only things you need to pay attention are led’s 
orientation (short pin = square pad) and the switch’s (”two stripes” facing top).  now you can 
solder the piezo (it will be harder to do so later) an the sliders(SL1 to SL3). Wait before 
soldering the other parts, placing the panel first will help with parts alignment.
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sawari build guide - front assembly

Place washers on the jacks and put the panel on (remember to connect the piezo to the pcb 
connector). TIP: put a bit of tape over the panel’s leds holes, this way it’s easier to solder them 
flush to the panel. You can now turn the module on the back and solder jacks, potentiometers, 
the button and the trimmer.  The only thing left to do is secure everything, place and screw 
down all the jacks nuts and put on the knob on the left potentiometer . TIP: you can help 
yourself tightening the nuts using a wide rubber band to improve the grip.
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